Lot 16 Rocky Creek Road, Wollombi

The Zigzag Cabin
If minimalistic living is something you are passionate about, the footprint
and design of this gorgeous little cabin has been cleverly constructed to
create the perfect minimal needs weekender retreat. With Amazing views!
Surrounded by nature! Adjoining State Forest! This architectural
masterpiece, designed by architect ‘Drew Heath’ is known as the Zigzag
cabin!
Meandering your way up the mountain on an adventurous trail you arrive
to your destination on the peak of a majestic mountain top. Instantly the
natural bushland surrounds will take you to a place of total calm and
tranquility. Arriving at the Zigzag Cabin is like arriving at an outpost or base
camp. Making your way on a short foot trail through intriguing rock features
you are greeted by a romantic undercover outdoor kitchen/dining area.
Made from natural sandstone rocks this all-weather structure makes the
perfect place for an exclusive dining experience. Hammocks are hung,
kitchen assembled and a fire is started in a carved recess in the hill behind
(Fire bans permitting). Nearby, an outdoor sink plumbed into a 1,000-litre
water tank marries in well, providing the perfect lux bush kitchen for
washing up the dishes after a delicious camp dinner is enjoyed by all!
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ranges beyond! Native fauna and flora are abundant and includes some
stunning native plant species including Waratah’s and Gymea lily’s to name
a few! Conceived through a single beer coaster sketch, the realization of the
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